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Replace standard incandescent light bulbs with compact florescent light bulbs. Besides this disastrous
outcome, carbon dioxide also acidifies the oceans, killing sea creatures and reducing the ability of ocean water
to absorb this harmful gas. Oilâ€”our primary source of energyâ€”is a finite resource, and it is going to run out
someday. This simple change can save an estimated 75 percent in lighting costs. Without this respite, the Earth
may reach a tipping point beyond which that healing is impossible, and it may become uninhabitable. This is
true for two reasons: The supply of fossil fuels is finite, and the pollution from burning them is bad for the
environment. That is probably the most compelling reason to conserve fossil fuels. Switching from fossil fuels
to renewable energy sources is somewhat like changing the direction of a ocean liner, taking time and a large
input of extra energy. Americans must begin to conserve now to avert a drastic shortfall. For the ordinary
American consumer the answer is simple, if grim: A diminished quality of life, as discretionary expenses
disappear in the face of higher costs for transportation, home heating, and electricity, not to speak of basics
like food for which, from fertilizers to packaging, oil is a necessity. Landscape wisely. One petroleum
executive estimated in that there was enough coal in the Earth's crust to last about years, enough natural gas to
last 70 years and only enough oil reserves for 40 years. It's much easier to keep the boat sailing on the same
course. These fuels are burned in power stations to drive turbines that generate electricity. Nevertheless, there
is a growing awareness of the importance of the conservation of fuel sources among environmentalists and
economic policy makers. Also, keeping tires properly inflated can improve gas mileage by about 3. Wash
clothes in cold water, wash and dry full loads, use appropriate settings for smaller loads and consider
air-drying clothes instead of using the dryer. And the cost of things like hybrid cars, energy efficient
appliances, and alternative energy appliances will be much higher because demand will climb and supplies
may become severely limited, with long waiting lists. Plug several appliances into a power strip and turn it off
when not in use. On the minus side, fossil fuels are dirty. Shrubs, bushes and vines can also provide insulation.
The main source of coal is decomposed plant matter, and oil comes from decayed plankton, a microscopic sea
creature. Nobody is really doing anything. Consider alternatives to heating oil, such as natural gas, solar
panels, EPA-approved wood-burning stoves or geothermal heat pumps, which use the constant temperature of
the earth as the exchange medium instead of the outside air temperature. Updated October 22, By Chris Deziel
Unless you're reading this in a coffee shop in Iceland, Sweden or another country that has made a commitment
to switch to renewable energy, the energy to power your laptop, the light allowing you to see the keyboard and
the electricity to brew your coffee all come from fossil fuels. The higher oil prices go, the quicker the payback.
In the average home, 75 percent of the electricity used to power electronics is consumed while they are off.
Planting trees near your home provides shade and can lower cooling costs in summer months. Even though the
use of fossil fuels is increasing in many countries, coal, oil and gas are still abundant in the Earth's crust. The
conservation of fuel slows both the rate of atmospheric warming and ocean acidification, hopefully giving the
Earth time to heal itself. Check for air leaks, or have a professional check, then plug all leaks with caulking or
sealant and install proper insulation in the attic, basement walls, floors and crawlspaces. Fossil fuels include
coal, petroleum products such as gasoline and oil, and natural gas. Unplug electronics such as stereos,
televisions, computers and kitchen appliances when they are not in use. Burning petroleum, coal and natural
gas fills the air with harmful pollutants, including nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide, carbon dioxide, ozone and a
host of hydrocarbons. Some of these steps require upfront investment, which will be paid back through
consequent energy savings. However, there is a more important reason to conserve fossil fuels, and that's to
help heal the environment. Unless world economies begin to rely more on renewable resources, though, the
supply will surely run out. Besides creating smog and respiratory diseases, these pollutants â€” particularly
carbon dioxide â€” collect in the atmosphere and prevent the Earth's heat from escaping into space. Natural
gas is also a by-product of decomposed plants and micro-organisms. Set the thermostat as low as is
comfortable in the winter and as high as is comfortable in the summer, and invest in a programmable
thermostat so energy is not wasted when the house is unoccupied. The economies of most countries depend on
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it. Save Fuel for a Better Environment The conservation of fuel through more energy-efficient technologies
and practices may help extend the current reserves of petroleum, coal and gas for a few more years. Car
engines also burn fossil fuels, as do many home furnaces and water heaters. These energy-saving bulbs have
become much less expensive and are widely available online. Thus, if supply of oil does drop, only a drastic
reduction in U.


